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Abstract

The Cabibbo-suppressed semileptonic decay B+ → ppµ+νµ is observed for the
first time. The differential branching fraction is measured as a function of the pp
invariant mass, using the mode B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+ for normalisation. The
total branching fraction is also measured to be

B(B+ → ppµ+νµ) = (5.27+0.23
−0.24 ± 0.21± 0.15)× 10−6,

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic and the third is from
the uncertainty on the normalisation branching fraction.
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1 Introduction1

Studies of semileptonic B meson decays have recently generated interest due to a number2

of anomalous results. Measurements of the observables R(D) and R(D∗) [1–6] have shown3

hints of lepton nonuniversality with a combined significance of over 3σ [7]. To probe4

the flavour structure of any possible new physics contributions to these results, it is5

desirable to make analogous measurements for decays involving different quark transitions,6

for example b → u. To that end, the mode B+ → ppl+νl is promising experimentally,7

particularly when performing the measurement at a hadron collider, as the requirement8

of two protons in the final state should significantly reduce combinatorial background.9

Semileptonic decays of B mesons to a final state containing multiple baryons are as yet10

unobserved, although the Belle collaboration has found evidence for B+ → ppe+νe with11

3.2σ significance [8]. They measured the branching fraction to be (8.2+3.7
−3.2 ± 0.6)× 10−6.12

A theoretical model of B+ → ppµ+νµ has been constructed with perturbative13

QCD (pQCD) [9]. This model is based on studies of several similar fully hadronic14

B → Y Y
′
X decays where Y represents a baryon and X one or more mesons. By fitting15

the angular distributions and decay rates of the hadronic modes [10, 11] the authors16

of this paper estimate the total branching fraction and the differential decay rate of17

B+ → ppµ+νµ. However, the predicted branching fraction is two orders of magnitude18

larger than the Belle measurement.19

The measurements of the fully hadronic modes show some features that merit further20

investigation. It is surprising that the branching fraction of B0 → pp is two orders21

of magnitude smaller than that of the almost equivalent decay B0 → ppπ+π− [12, 13].22

Furthermore, the invariant mass distributions of the dibaryon pair in B → Y Y
′
X decays23

show a characteristic shape that peaks at low values [14–16]. Understanding the dynamics24

that leads to such features is difficult in fully hadronic decays, due to the interaction of25

the two baryons and the extra hadrons. It is therefore desirable to study semileptonic26

decays, such as B+ → ppµ+νµ, where such final state interactions are absent.27

In this paper, the first observation of the decay B+ → ppµ+νµ is presented. As the28

dynamics of the transition are not known, the branching fraction is measured in bins29

of pp invariant mass. These bins are then summed to obtain a measurement of the30

total branching fraction. The measurement is made relative to the normalisation mode31

B+ → J/ψK+, with J/ψ → µ+µ−. The branching fraction within a bin i is32

dB(B+ → ppµ+νµ)i
dm(pp)

=
N(B+ → ppµ+νµ)i

N(B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+)
× ε(B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+)

ε(B+ → ppµ+νµ)i

×B(B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+),
(1)

where N(B+ → ppµ+νµ)i is the yield of B+ → ppµ+νµ candidates in bin i,33

N(B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+) is the total yield of B+ → J/ψK+ candidates and ε rep-34

resents the detector acceptance and reconstruction and selection efficiencies of the two35

modes. The branching fractions of B+ → J/ψK+ and J/ψ → µ+µ− decays are taken36

from Ref. [13].37

The signal yields are extracted from fits to a variable called the corrected mass. It is38

defined by [17]39

mcorr = |p′T|+
√
|p′T|2 +m2

vis, (2)
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where |p′T| is defined as the magnitude of the reconstructed ppµ+ candidate momentum40

transverse to the B flight direction and m2
vis is the square of the invariant mass of the41

candidate.42

The data sample for this study is that collected by the LHCb detector in proton-proton43

collisions in 2011, 2012 and 2016. This corresponds to integrated luminosities of 1.0 fb−1,44

2.0 fb−1 and 1.9 fb−1 at centre-of-mass energies of 7 TeV, 8 TeV and 13 TeV respectively.45

The 2011 and 2012 datasets are treated together and collectively referred to by the46

sobriquet Run 1. Charge conjugate processes are implied throughout this document.47

2 Detector and simulation48

The LHCb detector [18, 19] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the49

pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or50

c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-51

strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [20], a large-area silicon-strip52

detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and53

three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [21,22] placed downstream54

of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of55

charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum56

to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the57

impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT is58

the component of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of59

charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov60

(RICH) detectors [23]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter61

system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic and a62

hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of63

iron and multiwire proportional chambers [24].64

The online event selection is performed by a trigger [25], which consists of a hardware65

stage that performs some basic selection, followed by a software stage, which applies a66

full event reconstruction. At the first level, a track consistent with being a muon with67

significant pT is required to be present in the event. Subsequently in the software stage,68

two tracks are required to form a secondary vertex with significant displacement from a69

pp interaction vertex. A multivariate algorithm [26] is used to identify vertices that are70

consistent with the decay of a b hadron.71

Simulation is used to determine the efficiency of the signal mode and estimate the shapes72

of the signal and several backgrounds modes in the fit. In the simulation, pp collisions are73

generated using Pythia [27] with a specific LHCb configuration [28]. Decays of unstable74

particles are described by EvtGen [29], in which final-state radiation is generated using75

Photos [30]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response,76

are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [31], as described in Ref. [32]. The generated77

B meson p and pT spectra are corrected to match the data distributions. A boosted78

decision tree (BDT) reweighter [33] is trained on samples of B+ → J/ψK+ data and79

simulation, independent of those used for the normalisation of the branching fraction.80

This is then used to correct all of the simulation used in the analysis.81
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3 Selection82

Signal candidates are constructed from three tracks which are required to be of good83

quality and have a large IP with respect to any PV. The tracks must also have particle84

identification criteria consistent with their particle hypothesis. The requirement for85

positive proton identification in turn enforces a minimum p of 18 GeV/c such that they86

are above the threshold for radiating in the RICH. Similarly, the muons must have p87

above 3 GeV/c to propagate through the muon stations. All the daughter tracks must88

have pT larger than 1.5 GeV/c. Finally, the three tracks must form a good quality vertex89

significantly displaced from the PV with which the candidate is associated. The muon90

from the signal candidate must be that which fired the hardware trigger and then the91

reconstructed candidate itself must be consistent with the object that fired the software92

trigger. Potential decays of ηc, J/ψ and ψ(2S) to pp are vetoed with cuts on the pp93

invariant mass of ±50 MeV around the respective nominal masses.94

The selection of the B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+ normalisation mode is aligned with95

that of the signal to reduce systematic uncertainties. The cuts on the signal protons are96

applied to the K+ and the muon of opposite sign (µ−), with the exception of the particle97

identification criteria. The remaining muon has the signal muon selection applied to it.98

Further selection is used to reduce several sources of backgrounds relative to the signal.99

The largest contribution comes from a melange of partially reconstructed decays producing100

two protons and a muon in the final state. It is expected that the largest among these101

would originate in b → c transitions. The most pernicious is B → Λ−c pµ
+νµX, where102

X represents any number of charged or neutral pions (including none), where the Λ−c103

decays to a final state including one proton. The other major background arises from104

B → ppDX decays, where the D meson may be of any variety (D0, D+, D∗+ etc.) but105

ultimately decays to a final state with a muon. A similar decay of B → pΛ−c X with the Λ−c106

decaying semileptonically is comparatively small, as the semileptonic branching fraction is107

dominated by Λ−c → Λl−ν̄l decays and the Λ flies a sufficient distance within the detector108

before decaying such that the resulting proton is not associated with the B decay vertex.109

Another source of partially reconstructed background is formed of B → ppµ+νµX decays,110

where X denotes one or more charged or neutral pions. These decays may proceed with111

intermediate N∗ or ∆ resonances and could naively be expected to have similar branching112

fractions to the signal.113

If any of these partially reconstructed decay modes produces a surplus charged track114

they can be efficiently dealt with by an isolation technique. Once a signal candidate has115

been constructed, the other tracks in the event that are close to the B decay-vertex are116

then examined and a BDT is used to give a probability that these nearby tracks can be117

associated with the signal candidate decay-vertex. If the candidate is truly signal, there118

should be few other tracks that can be associated with it and the BDT should classify119

them with a low probability. On the other hand, the extra track(s) from a partially120

reconstructed decay will give a high probability of association if such tracks are found.121

The algorithm returns the BDT probabilities for the four tracks most likely to have come122

from the B vertex. These four probabilities are themselves combined into a single BDT123

classifier, known as the charged isolation BDT. This BDT is trained on simulation to124

discriminate signal from B+ → Λ−c pµ
+νµ, which is expected to be the largest decay mode125

with extra charged tracks. The efficacy of this BDT in reducing such background is shown126

in Fig. 1.127
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Figure 1: The result of training the (left) charged isolation BDT and the (right) part-reco BDT
on the right. The chosen cut values are indicated by the red line. For some events there are no
additional tracks near the B-decay vertex; these events are accepted and do not appear in the
charged BDT output.

For those partially reconstructed final states with only extraneous neutral particles,128

additional suppression is achieved by considering the kinematics of the decays. A further129

BDT, the so called part-reco BDT, considers 11 variables: the impact parameter signif-130

icance of the three daughter tracks, the pp pair and the B+ candidate with respect to131

the PV; the impact parameters of the tracks with respect to the fitted B+ decay vertex;132

the chi2 of the B+ vertex fit; the angle between the B+ candidate momentum and flight133

distance vectors; and the difference between the p and p momenta. The part-reco BDT is134

trained on simulation in order to discriminate signal from a mixture of all the considered135

background modes. The result of this training is shown in Fig. 1136

An additional background arises from particles that are misidentified as protons137

(misID). The particle identification requirements on the proton tracks are therefore further138

tightened relative to those from earlier. The background due to the muon being another139

misidentified particle is considered and is reduced to a negligible amount with only a loose140

particle identification cut.141

In addition to the two BDTs and proton identification criteria, one further quantity is142

considered: the uncertainty on the corrected mass of the candidate. This is calculated from143

the estimated uncertainties on the positions of the B+ primary and secondary vertices,144

and the momenta of the tracks. Selecting lower values of the corrected-mass uncertainty145

produces a sharper peak for the signal mode in the corrected mass variable, which will146

aid the discrimination of the signal from background in the fit to determine the yield.147

Therefore in total the selection uses five quantities (two BDTs, the proton PID, the muon148

PID and the corrected-mass error). In order to ascertain the optimal cut point, a five149

dimensional grid search is performed using pseudo-experiments. Datasets are generated150

from the simulation samples with the expected proportions of each background. The151

expected signal amount is taken from the central value of the B+ → ppe+νe branching152

fraction reported by Belle [8]. For the backgrounds, the current averages for the branching153

fractions are used if they have been measured. For those backgrounds that have not154

been measured their branching fractions are estimated relative to that expected for the155

signal, accounting for different CKM factors and the available phase-space. For each set156

of cuts in the grid the expected relative uncertainty on the signal yield is found by a fit157
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Figure 2: The m(J/ψK+) distribution with the fit result shown for the (top left) 2011 data,
(top right) 2012 and (bottom) 2016.

to the simulated data. These fits are not binned in m(pp) but take the entire sample158

together. The set of cuts that produces the smallest relative uncertainty on the signal159

yield is chosen.160

4 Signal and normalisation yields161

The yields of signal and normalisation are ascertained with unbinned, extended, maximum-162

likelihood fits. In the case of the normalisation mode, the invariant mass distribution of163

the J/ψK+ candidates is fitted. The 2011, 2012 and 2016 datasets are fitted separately164

and then the yields combined. The fits are shown in Fig. 2.165

For the signal mode, the corrected mass is fitted. The distribution of this variable166

peaks at the true B+ rest mass for candidates where one particle with no mass is not167

reconstructed. On the other hand, candidates from partially reconstructed decays that are168

missing one or more massive particles in addition to the neutrino have wide distributions169

concentrated at lower corrected mass values. The Run 1 and 2016 data are combined and170

fitted together.171

For the signal component and contributions from partially reconstructed decays the172

shapes are fixed from the simulation. The shape of the proton misID comes from a173
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separate independent data sample in which the particle identification requirements on one174

of the protons have been removed. Using this data sample the expected number of the175

proton misID candidates can be estimated and a Gaussian constraint is applied to the176

yield in the fit. A final background due to random combinations of protons and muons,177

referred to as the combinatorial background, is included in the fit. A sample of data for178

which the B+ decay vertex quality selection has been reversed is used to estimate the179

shape of this background. The form of the signal probability density function (PDF) is180

parameterised by the sum of four bifurcated Gaussian functions with a shared mean. All181

of the background PDFs are accounted for with kernel density estimation [34].182

The yields of the signal, proton misID, combinatorial and total partially reconstructed183

decays are determined by the fit, as are the relative fractions of each partially reconstructed184

mode. All of the fit parameters are free with the exception of the misID yield which is185

constrained.186

The fit in each m(pp) bin is performed independently. The mcorr distributions in187

each bin and the resulting fits are shown in Fig. 3. In each bin the fits are validated188

with pseudo-experiments. An ensemble of 105 datasets are generated and fitted with the189

component yields taken from the fits to data. Some small biases on the signal yield are190

found and these are considered as a source of systematic uncertainty.191

5 Efficiency192

The efficiencies for the signal and normalisation modes to be reconstructed and selected193

are both assessed with simulation. Further corrections are applied to account for known194

differences between data and simulation in the track reconstruction efficiency [35] and195

the efficiency of the hardware trigger [36]. The efficiency of the particle identification196

requirements on each track is evaluated with data [37] and applied to the simulation.197

The binning in m(pp) reduces the dependence on the model of the B+ decay when198

calculating the efficiency of the signal mode. However, as the selection cuts on kinematic199

quantities of the candidates there is still some residual dependence on the physics of the200

decay. The simulation is therefore re-weighted to represent the pQCD model of Ref. [9]201

as the current best estimate of how the decay proceeds. This weighting corrects the202

distribution of the invariant mass of the di-lepton system (q2). The variation of the203

parameters of this model is considered as a source of systematic uncertainty.204

The ratio of selection efficiencies between the signal and normalisation in each bin of205

m(pp) is shown in Table 1. These efficiencies are presented separately for the Run 1 and206

2016. They are combined to form an overall efficiency ratio, accounting for the difference207

in sample sizes between Run 1 and 2016.208

6 Systematic uncertainties209

The systematic uncertainties can be split into two categories: those that affect the210

calculation of the ratio of efficiencies of the signal and normalisation modes, and those211

that may change the determination of the signal yield in the fit. For the former, each of212

the corrections to the simulation contributes a source of uncertainty both from the limited213

sizes of the samples used to derive the corrections and from the method of deriving them.214

An alternative method to correct the distributions of p and pT of the B+ is used and the215
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Figure 3: The distributions of mcorr in each m(pp) bin with the fit results shown.
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Table 1: Relative efficiencies for the Run 1 and 2016 and the weighted combination of both.

m(pp)i [ GeV/c2]
ε(B→ppµν)m(pp)

ε(B→J/ψK)

Run 1 2016 Run 1&2016
1.87− 2.0 0.369 ± 0.022 0.567 ± 0.032 0.477 ± 0.024
2.0− 2.2 0.366 ± 0.020 0.513 ± 0.027 0.446 ± 0.021
2.2− 2.4 0.358 ± 0.020 0.504 ± 0.026 0.438 ± 0.021
2.4− 2.6 0.361 ± 0.021 0.519 ± 0.027 0.447 ± 0.021
2.6− 5.0 0.350 ± 0.020 0.489 ± 0.024 0.426 ± 0.020

relative efficiencies recalculated. An additional uncertainty due to any residual differences216

between data and simulation is determined using the B+ → J/ψK+ mode. The difference217

in efficiency when cutting on the two BDTs and corrected mass error variable is compared218

between data and simulation for the mode.219

To account for the uncertainty in the correction of the simulation for the reconstruction220

efficiency of each track, the applied weights are varied within their uncertainties and again221

the relative efficiencies recalculated. Similarly an uncertainty is assessed for the particle222

identification weights applied to each track. The uncertainty due to the limited simulation223

sample sizes used to calculate the efficiencies is also included.224

A further uncertainty is due to the physics model that the simulation is weighted to225

represent. The model affects the kinematic distributions of the daughter tracks which226

feeds into the efficiency calculation as these distributions are cut on. Due to the unproven227

nature of the model, a conservative uncertainty is taken. New sets of weights for the228

simulation are created that sample extreme variations of the model parameters (±5σ) and229

for each variation the efficiency is recalculated. Despite this extreme test the systematic230

due to the physics model is not dominant, which reflects the flat selection efficiency over231

the kinematic ranges in which the daughter tracks lie within each bin of m(pp).232

In the corrected mass fit uncertainties arise from potential variations in the shapes of the233

components. This variation is assessed with pseudo-experiments. Datasets are generated234

with the nominal fit model and then fitted with the nominal model and an alternative.235

The width of the distribution of differences between the nominal and alternative fits gives236

the uncertainty. For those components that rely on kernel density estimators, a systematic237

is assessed for the choice of smoothing parameter by varying it. The uncertainty due to238

the choice of model for the signal shape is found by replacing the nominal PDF with one239

constructed with kernel density estimators. The uncertainty due to the limited statistics240

of the simulation samples is determined by generating new simulation from the nominal fit241

PDFs with the same statistics and making alternative PDFs with those samples. For the242

shape of the combinatorial background component an alternative data sample is trialled243

which requires the two protons to be of the same charge.244

A summary of the systematic uncertainties is presented in Table 2. They are given as245

relative uncertainties on the branching fraction with the combination accounting for the246

correlation of the uncertainties between the two datasets.247
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Table 2: A summary of the systematic uncertainties on the differential branching fractions. The
particle identification and tracking efficiency systematics are assumed to be 100% correlated
between Run 1 and 2016.

Source Range of relative uncertainties on B [%]
Kinematic reweighting 0.39 – 0.56
Simulation statistics 2.98 – 3.63
Tracking efficiency 2.74– 2.74

Physics model 0.01 – 0.05
Particle identification 0.68 – 1.67

Data-simulation agreement 0.40
Run 1 and 2016 combination 1.63 – 2.06

Kernel smoothing 0.02 – 7.90
Signal model 0.59 – 9.87
misID model 0.13 – 13.46

Simulation statistics 0.02 – 5.16
Combinatorial model 0.90 – 8.51

Fit bias 0.13 – 7.80
Total systematic uncertainty 5.20 – 20.37
Total statistical uncertainty 5.54 – 29.64

7 Results248

The fitted yields for the signal mode are presented in Table 3. The extracted yields of249

the normalisation channel are (1.493± 0.026)× 104 for 2011, (3.138± 0.019)× 104 for250

2012 and (4.927± 0.025)× 104 for 2016. Combining these with the efficiency ratios from251

Section 5, the differential branching fraction in each m(pp) bin is calculated, relative to252

the branching fraction of the normalisation mode. The results are presented in the third253

column of Table 3. The relative differential branching fractions are then summed over the254

bins, with the correlation of the systematic uncertainties between the bins accounted for,255

to give the total relative branching fraction of256

B(B+ → ppµ+νµ)

B(B+ → (J/ψ → µ+µ−)K+)
= (8.75± 0.39± 0.35)× 10−2,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. Multiplying this by257

the current average of the normalisation branching fraction [13] leads to258

B(B+ → ppµ+νµ) = (5.27+0.23
−0.24 ± 0.21± 0.15)× 10−6,

where the third uncertainty is from the normalisation branching fraction. Finally, the259

absolute differential branching fraction as a function of m(pp) is shown in Fig. 4, where260

the indicated uncertainties include statistical, systematic and normalisation uncertainty261

contributions. As expected from the theory model and the analogous hadronic decays,262

the differential distribution peaks at a very low value and falls off sharply. The measured263

total branching fraction agrees with the previous measurement from Belle and represents264

the first observation of the B+ → ppµ+νµ decay mode.265
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Table 3: Table of the number of observed B+ → ppµ+νµ candidates in each bin of pp mass with
the associated statistical uncertainty.

pp Mass range [ GeV/c2] Signal Yield dB(B+ → ppµ+νµ)/dm(pp) [×10−6 GeV−1c2]

1.87− 2.0 1208+111
−110 12.86+1.18

−1.17 ± 0.69± 0.38

2.0− 2.2 1826+97
−105 12.88+0.69

−0.74 ± 0.68± 0.38

2.2− 2.4 526+67
−64 3.78+0.48

−0.46 ± 0.24± 0.11

2.4− 2.6 148+40
−35 1.038+0.279

−0.248 ± 0.162± 0.030

2.6− 5.0 88+26
−26 0.0542+0.0163

−0.0160 ± 0.0113± 0.0016
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Figure 4: Differential branching fraction as a function of pp mass. The (left) red band indicates
the ηc → pp veto and (middle) blue band indicates the J/ψ → pp veto. The ψ(2S) veto is the
(right) pink band. The red dashed line indicates the pQCD model normalised to the observed
branching fraction [9].
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Figure 5: Correlations in the uncertainties between bins of pp mass.
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Table 4: Covariance matrix for bins of pp mass.

[ GeV −2c4] Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4 Bin 5

Bin 1 1.991e-12 2.800e-13 8.532e-14 2.307e-14 1.249e-15

Bin 2 2.800e-13 1.106e-12 8.332e-14 2.264e-14 1.211e-15

Bin 3 8.532e-14 8.332e-14 2.945e-13 6.905e-15 3.771e-16

Bin 4 2.307e-14 2.264e-14 6.905e-15 9.638e-14 1.011e-16

Bin 5 1.249e-15 1.211e-15 3.771e-16 1.011e-16 3.901e-16
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